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Overview 

 
Portal technology is invigorating today’s corporate environments. The business world 
began to take portal technology seriously when the price to acquire start-up portal sites, 
such as My Space and Flickr, exceeded all anticipated market values. Today, portals are 
big business. Corporations ranging from SAP to Microsoft are investing millions of 
dollars in portal technology.  
 
New technology frameworks and architecture have changed the direction of portal 
solutions from recreational portals to the enterprise. Networking technology enables users 
to access portal-based web sites from anywhere and through any device that can connect 
to the internet – computers, cell phones, pagers, palm pilots, and specialized hand-held 
devices. The concept of business collaboration activities ranging from working together 
on a plan to visualizing real time data and video conferencing is a reality.  
 
The purpose of this paper is to help you determine how your company can benefit from a 
portal environment, and from the OSIsoft suite of visualization components. For the first 
time, you can combine data stored in PI with enterprise systems and other data sources 
into easily accessible information, visible to individuals, teams, sites, and the enterprise.  
 

An Introduction to Portals 
 
“An Enterprise Portal, at its simplest, is just a delivery and access mechanism, with the 
objective of providing through any device, whether PC, mobile computer, or phone, and 
using standard Internet protocols, information, or applications to the people that require 
them to undertake a task. At its most complex, it can be tightly integrated with a range of 
applications to provide collaboration, Content Management (CM), and Business Process 
Management (BPM), facilitating the creation of composite applications to support 
specific user roles in a highly personalized manner.” 
 
The Butler Group 
 
Portals are becoming increasingly popular in corporations because they solve a number of 
problems that have plagued businesses for many years. The problems all surround 
abundance – an abundance of heterogeneous applications, an abundance of disparate 
databases, and an abundance of legacy information that is all too often inaccessible. 
These issues result in costly training on different applications, poor decision making due 
to poor, unsubstantiated data, and data that fails to support business processes. Portals can 
not only resolve these issues, but suggest new ways to communicate, to collaborate, and 
to analyze data.  
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Web-based portals provide an easy, uniform way to store and access documents and data. 
Their great popularity derives from the transparent, noninvasive technology that provides 
a framework for access to data and development of business processes. A portal and its 
visualization components allow single-sourcing information from multiple data and 
application sources and delivery to users in a highly visual and easy-to-use portal 
website. 

The Portal – An Enabling Framework 
A portal contains two architectural frameworks: an enabling back-end and a rendering 
visualization framework. The enabling framework is a highly extensible back-end that 
contains many powerful elements including: an operating system, a search engine, email 
and messaging, databases, services to access legacy and logic data, advanced 
collaboration tools, composite application abilities, content libraries, and communications 
access. Through a database server and data brokers, the portal can leverage historical 
systems and make the data available through low-cost, easy-to-administer interfaces.  
 
Figure 1 depicts the basic components of a portal. The business defines the web content. 
The portal framework is designed to integrate this content. The rendering framework 
takes the integrated content and moves it to the web in meaningful, visual formats.  
 
The portal enabling framework provides user authentication, searching and indexing, 
personalization, collaboration features, document management, and application 
integration. The rendering framework includes web page configuration and pluggable 
user interface components that form the basic building blocks of a portal page and 
content integration tools. Most portals require a data integration service to provide data 
integration, and an application broker to handle legacy application information. These 
products are either part of the framework, or can be purchased separately from the portal 
vendor.  
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Figure 1. Enterprise Portal Framework 
 
An enabling portal framework offers many powerful benefits, including:  
 
• Integrating business processes and portal users via orchestrated workflow 
• Powerful collaboration capabilities, such as instant messaging, team workplaces, and 

workflows 
• Integrating information from different applications 
• Transforming data from disparate data sources 
• Scaling to terabytes of data and thousands of users in an enterprise 
• Supporting IT objectives by decreasing system maintenance and support costs 
 

The Dashboard – A Rendering Framework 
The power of the portal lies in the rendering framework, which often exposes a portion or 
the entire enabling framework through a specialized web page, often called a dashboard. 
The dashboard delivers a single point of personalized interaction with applications, 
content, processes, and people. It extends the reach of information by enabling 
executives, managers, and supervisors to communicate with content and process owners. 
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In this way, a portal dashboard reduces variability in reporting while building confidence 
in data through one version of the truth. 
 
Research has demonstrated that people perceive and understand data in different ways. 
For example, many people prefer to see information in graphs and charts, while others 
want a spreadsheet. As the adage goes, a picture is worth a thousand words, or in the case 
of a database or spreadsheet, a thousand rows. A dashboard renders legacy, RDBMS, and 
PI data through concise visual components such as gauges, trends, and tables. 
Dashboards provide role-based views of the data so that users can enjoy concise and 
relevant customized information. In turn, customized data views encourage new ways in 
which users perform analysis and solve business problems.   

A One-Stop Site 
Through enabling dashboard technology, the traditional website becomes a one-stop site 
for data, documents, real-time performance data, operational performance, and business 
analysis. The dashboard concept allows a dynamic interplay between information, data, 
and graphics to provide visibility into many complex concepts – such as root cause, KPIs, 
analysis planning, and different views or windows. Dashboard technology enables the 
portal to integrate and deliver a personalized information center, enterprise applications, 
and business processes, and to give the right tools to each person in the organization.  

A Self-Service Model 
Each window in the dashboard contains data or information from one or multiple 
applications – called composite applications. These windows represent small applications 
called Web parts (Microsoft), or iViews (SAP). Web parts allow stakeholders to architect 
complex n-tier applications that connect to operational business systems. With no 
knowledge of programming, a user can configure a dashboard by dragging and dropping 
these powerful Web parts onto a portal web page.  
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The Portal Market 
The portal market is beginning to mature. While the market for recreational portals is 
burgeoning, the number of portal vendors for the corporate segment has diminished, from 
over 100 to fewer than 20 in the past two years. Surprisingly, this is good news for 
business users. The leading portal suppliers are dedicating huge amounts of research and 
dollars into creating the next generation of portals, which smaller companies could not 
do. The new breed of portals will feature the most up-to-date technology including robust 
integration for composite application and data integration, as well as richer dashboard 
solutions. Several of the leading portal vendors include: 
 
• Microsoft  (SharePoint Technologies)* 
• SAP (SAP NetWeaver Enterprise Portal)* 
• IBM (IBM Websphere Portal) (recently acquired BowStreet, Inc.) 
• BEA Systems (recently acquired PlumTree) 
• Vignette 
 
*Supported by RtPortal 

RtPortal –Delivering the Rendering Framework 
RtPortal combines best-of-breed portals and standardized portal technology with real-
time RtPM solutions from OSIsoft. RtPortal is a rendering framework, which has been 
optimized for real-time (streaming) data from the PI server. It enables visualization in 
thin-client Web parts—which serve as the components of the dashboard—and Smart 
Client ProcessBook and DataLink displays. It fully supports two state-of-the-art portals: 
Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services and SAP NetWeaver Enterprise Portal, and is 
optimized to accept data from heterogeneous data sources, including PI data and third-
party Web parts from each portal.  
 
A unique aspect of RtPortal thin clients is the ability to configure a structure that maps to 
business processes. Context relativity is the logic that turns business processes into a 
well-designed page. With context relativity, a portal site can display and integrate 
heterogeneous data, disparate applications, and images together. When context is 
implemented in a portal site, all users can view and maintain the same version of 
documents and data. At the same time, each user can see the data in a meaningful way 
that is relevant to his or her job.  
 
A contextual-based portal page can eliminate the duplication of effort required to develop 
and maintain multiple web sites that plague many corporate environments. In fact, Web 
parts and applications do not even require a one-to-one relationship. Most portal pages 
use features from multiple applications. RtWebParts and RtPM Business Package for 
SAP Enterprise Portal (RtPortal iViews) use OLEDB, native PI access, and Web services 
to build specific KPIs and calculations for use in different Web parts. This powerful 
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feature eliminates the need to have a separate web page or even a Web part for each 
application for each user. For example, see how a combination of data from PI, relational 
database systems, and a maintenance system can create different performance gauges. 
The gauges update in real time, with no regard to where the origination data resides.  
 

 
Figure 2. RtPortal Integrates Data from Multiple Sources 
 
RtPortal leverages the real-time power of the RtPM environment through its Thin Client 
and Smart Client environments. 

Thin Client Environment 
OSIsoft thin client parts are designed to provide real-time access to support the 
following: 
 
• RtWebParts to support SharePoint Technologies (available through Microsoft 

Windows Server 2003) 
• RtPortal iViews to support the SAP NetWeaver environment 
• RtBaseline Services  
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RtPortal iViews and RtWebParts are developed in parallel, so both portal solutions enjoy 
the same user experience and Web parts. They also maintain the same high level of 
security authentication through single-sign on methods, and the ability to deploy views to 
designated users. RtPM users experience the same ease of configuration and familiarity 
they experience with other RtPM products, such as Analysis Framework. Both packages 
support configuration for flexible content relational data and real-time data retrieval as 
well as support for third-party SharePoint Web parts and iViews. Several advantages 
enjoyed by both portal web sites include the ability to: 
 
• Easily configure a web site for the portal without any knowledge of HTML or other 

code through the use of small, customizable applications called Web parts 
• Link designated windows (RtWebParts and RtPortal iViews) with the same or 

different data sources 
• Import PI, SAP, SQL, Oracle, and heterogeneous data sources for use in trends, 

graphics, charts, and gauges 
• Leverage the power of RtPM through a suite of Web parts adapted for seamless use 

with RtPortal Smart Clients 
• Update a page automatically with real-time data with no need to refresh 
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RtPM Business Package for SAP Enterprise Portal (RtPortal iViews)  
With the RtPortal iViews, users can link to and correlate PI and SAP data and display it 
in a SAP Portal. Users can easily access performance and operational data, such as 
inventory, equipment alarms, quality measurements, and others for real time decision 
support and analysis. RtPortal iViews supports a combination of roles and pages for 
process data. As a fully certified SAP Interface Software for SAP NetWeaver, RtPortal 
iViews supports any platform that the SAP Portal runs on.  
 

 
Figure 3. RtPortal iViews with thin client parts on an SAP portal page 
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Mega-Manufacturing Site for Multinational Corporation Unifies 
Systems and Promotes Innovation with RtPortal iViews 
 
This mega-manufacturing site, referred to as a “city within a city,” was over one 
hundred years old. The site was1300 acres and had two power plants, its own water 
and waste water treatment plants, 150 buildings, and 11,000 employees. The 
manufacturing site had two goals: 
 
• To reduce utility costs through demand side management, as well as improved 

optimization of its generating assets 
• To consolidate the utilities data from many different legacy systems into a 

common historian and make it accessible to all employees through a web browser 
in real-time 

 
It searched for a solution that could both interface with its legacy system and support 
the newly implemented corporate-wide SAP Netweaver Enterprise portal. After 
evaluating four software vendors, the site determined that OSIsoft PI server, RtPortal 
iViews, and OSIsoft Smart Clients met its requirements.  
 
The PI system and the RtPortal iViews were implemented in about seven months, 
although an additional four months was required to solve site problems. For example, 
systems that were located in isolated silos required electrical meters to communicate 
with the power grid. Today, the company has a PI server with over 100,000 tags, 23 
ProcessBook and DataLink users, 150 concurrent RtPortal iView users, and over 100 
RtPortal iView pages. Most pages contain a ProcessBook display imported into 
RtGraphic iView, RtTimeRange iView, and links to external documents such as a 
PDF energy conservation newsletter.  
 
Site managers already boast successes on both the demand and the generation sides. 
On the demand side, the savings resulting from more effective use of labs with fume 
hoods nearly offset the capital cost of the OSIsoft implementation. The PI system with 
RtPortal iViews is considered an essential tool in energy saving workshops. On the 
generation side, the site has optimized plant loading and boiler fan usage. One 
maintenance manager uses trending to predict tube leakage. 
 
In the future, the company plans to continue integrating other systems and other sites 
to RtPortal. It will continue to use the PI data to support all conservation efforts. 
Finally, the company plans to invest and expand its analytical and graphical 
capabilities. 
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RtWebParts for SharePoint Technologies 
RtWebParts enables PI users who use the Microsoft platform to share enterprise data. 
RtWebParts runs on both Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services, available as a free 
download with Windows Server 2003, and Office SharePoint Portal server. OSIsoft is a 
Microsoft Gold Certified Independent Software Vendor, which means that RtWebParts 
works with certified SharePoint third-party Web parts in addition to the growing number 
of OSIsoft Web parts. Users can rely on seamless integration with future Microsoft 
operating system and SharePoint releases.  
 

 
Figure 4. RtWebParts with multiple thin client parts displaying real-time data
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Smart Client Environment 
RtPortal provides access to its Smart Clients—ProcessBook, DataLink, and ActiveView. 
Users can create displays with ProcessBook and easily import them to a page. To edit the 
display, click the RtActiveView or RtGraphic display to open it in ProcessBook. Click it 

A Regional Water Company Improves Decision-Making and Unifies 
Data Sources with RtWebParts 
 
A regional energy company was plagued by multiple user interfaces, disparate 
technologies, data redundancy, high training costs, and other enterprise integration 
issues. The company uses process control systems to manage pumps, water levels, and 
other physical processes in its facilities, which include three primary drinking water 
reservoirs and five waste water facilities. While some of the control systems are 
scheduled to be retired, the company opted to maintain its control systems rather than 
do a rip and replace to get unified data. The company identified an opportunity to 
optimize its operations by deploying a corporate-wide historian, and using it as the 
basis for feeding useful information and trends to a Web portal, as well as linking with 
decision-support tools.  
 
The cornerstone of this infrastructure is the PI System and Microsoft SharePoint 
Portal. It also leverages the OSIsoft portal visualization components in its RtPortal 
solution. RtPortal supports the Corporate Historian Reporting & Information Services, 
or CHRIS. The system is fed by a centralized, 250,000-tag OSIsoft PI Enterprise Pro 
Server that aggregates control system data. The company uses Microsoft Biztalk as an 
application broker to integrate its legacy data.  
 
OSIsoft’s RtWebParts are used for operations monitoring. As many users were 
familiar with ProcessBook and DataLink, as well as Microsoft Office, the migration to 
RtWebParts was easy. Within a few weeks, RtWebParts was selling itself. Tasks that 
formerly took a week were completed in an hour. Users began to suggest how the 
portal site could solve other problems in their department. Problem solving and 
analysis became a collaborative process. Users can very quickly grab a Web part, 
select a tag or appropriate piece of information, and immediately start doing the 
trending or comparisons they need.  
 
Today RtWebParts is in production with SVG viewer on all 1200+ desktops. Users 
may install ProcessBook and DataLink upon request. It is a self-service system – 
because people are receiving the information they need to make decisions without 
making requests to IT. Before RtWebParts, users didn’t have the needed information 
to make critical decisions, or the information wasn’t timely enough. Now users can 
make critical decisions ahead of time. 
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again to save the display and return to the RtWebParts page. Many OSIsoft thin client 
parts support sophisticated Smart Client functions, such as real-time trending, charting, 
and tables.  

RtBaseline Services  
RtBaseline Services is the data service for the RtPortal Thin Client packages. It provides 
a centralized data source definition for client applications to retrieve data from PI 
systems, relational databases, and web services. RtBaseline Services provides both 
database security and user level authentication, which simplifies security implementation 
and administration. Through RtBaseline Services, a client application can access any of 
the data sources and queries defined on the server. The client receives data in a standard 
format, which greatly simplifies the application’s data processing. All users of the portal 
web site are presented with a consistent and efficient support for data access across client 
applications.  
 

RtPortal – the Solution for Today and the Future 
 
OSIsoft is committed to further expanding its customers’ abilities to implement and 
leverage Web services and to process data throughout their companies’ IT infrastructures. 
The next generation of OSIsoft products, based on the Data Directory service (code name 
Foundation) will provide new levels of data integration to lead companies into the 21st 
century.  
 

 

An International Energy Company Increases Collaboration and 
Reduces Operation Costs with RtPortal 
 
An international energy company dedicated significant effort building a fiber link 
network, redundant connectivity, and wireless video to connect its onshore operations 
center and offshore drilling platforms. The company used this technology to create a 
dynamic work environment where multi-disciplinary work processes used real-time 
data to manage the offshore site.  
 
Most recently, the company installed RtPortal as a collaboration tool in their onshore 
and offshore operations centers. The corporate goal is to, “Create the perception of 
being at the (offshore) site using modern visualization technology and sharing real-
time information and to bring people together in truly integrated teams.”  
The company implemented the RtWebParts portal site within six months. This 
implementation included consolidating a variety of custom and legacy maintenance 
data with real-time PI data. It also included training on ProcessBook and RtWebParts 
for over 100 technical and non-technical employees.  
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The Data Directory 
The Data Directory will unify the volumes of data currently stored in the PI System, 
ProcessPoint, and other RtPM Platform components, as well as data stored in other 
systems of record. This technology enhances existing software within the RtPM Platform 
with a plant or enterprise-wide physical model. The Data Directory will allow users to 
organize real-time information from PI, along with relational or other transformed 
information from other systems, in more configurable and contextually significant ways. 
It exposes asset-related information as an object model, thereby allowing companies to 
leverage existing systems seamlessly within OSIsoft and other applications. The Data 
Directory service will allow state-of-the-art solutions to integrate with RtPortal 
components such as RtWebParts, RtPortal iViews, ProcessBook, and DataLink, and will 
further deliver on OSIsoft’s goal to be a leading provider of a data aggregation and 
information transparency platform. 

Localization 
As an added benefit, new versions of RtWebParts and the RtPM Business Package for 
RtPortal iViews will offer a localized user interface. Users will see the information on 
their personalized “dashboard” in their native language. Time, money, and measurements 
will all be localized. The trend to localize products extends to the entire OSIsoft family of 
products.  

Fixing a Leaking Crane 
When a crane starts leaking oil, both the onshore and offshore operation centers have 
access to real-time data on the RtWebParts portal site. A broken crane may affect the 
production of thousands of gallons of oil per day, so that every minute in down-time 
results in monetary loss. Before RtPortal, if an expert was required to fix the crane, the 
company would have to fly a specialist out to the offshore facility. The trip was 
expensive and time consuming. Now, the specialist looks at the damaged drill through 
a video feed and, if necessary, takes a virtual journey to help the on-site mechanic fix 
the leaking crane. As they work, both the specialist and mechanic can view real-time 
data to assess the health of the crane.  
 
Immediately Reducing Costs 
The company has reduced the amount of travel between the onshore and offshore 
centers because a strong communications backbone in tandem with the RtPM platform 
enables onshore and offshore employees to collaborate together to solve problems. In 
the two years since the operations center has been live, it has already recouped 15x its 
original cost by reducing travel time, the number of people who need to travel, and 
improving decision making. 
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Service Oriented Architecture 
Portal technology in tandem with tools from OSIsoft can use web services to create 
service oriented architecture (SOA). A SOA is the service layer that is built on top of the 
web services. SOA insulates the end user from changes in the infrastructure environment. 
When SOA is combined with commercially available portal technologies, the resulting 
applications achieve a high level of agility and flexibility, including the ability to: 
 
• Improve market competitiveness  
• Add business value to IT resources  
• Align IT resources with business goals  
• Cut time to market  
• Cut the cost of compliance and data security 
• Reduce spaghetti network and IT architecture  
 
An important requirement in a full SOA implementation includes easy access to disparate 
forms of data so that the requirement for database knowledge by users and developers is 
minimized. Today, businesses can develop a SOA implementation by using a 
combination of the following OSIsoft and Microsoft tools: 
 
• RtBaseline 

o PI Server 
o RtBaseline Services 
o Analysis Framework 
o PI OLEDB 

• RtAnalytics 
o Advanced Computing Engine (ACE) 
o RtReports 

• RtPortal 
o RtWebParts 
o RtPortal iViews 

• Microsoft SharePoint 
o Web Services 

• SAP ES Community 
o Web Service “packages” offered through 3rd parties 
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The Power to Visualize 
 
This paper has offered you a wealth of information about how an organization can benefit 
from visualizing data and information through a portal. You’ve learned how the OSIsoft 
suite of visualization components allows single-sourcing information from multiple data 
and application sources and delivers this information to users in a highly visual and easy-
to-use portal website. Through RtWebParts and RtPortal iViews, you’ve seen how the 
portal dashboard becomes a one-stop site for data, documents, and real-time operational 
performance analysis. In case studies, you’ve seen how companies use a personalized 
information center to give the right tools to each person in the organization. You now 
understand how a portal dashboard can provide enhanced collaboration, high quality 
decision making, and reduced costs. Only one important question remains. Is your 
organization ready to benefit from the power to visualize? 
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Appendix I: Portal Implementation Checklist 
Enterprise systems vary from near standardization, to a spaghetti network of disparate 
systems, applications, and data. For these reasons, almost all OSIsoft customers, 
independent of size, we recommend starting a portal site implementation with a proof-of-
concept portal. This strategy allows a company to resolve business and integration issues. 
More importantly, it allows users to become familiar with the technology. In most cases, 
it is the employees, not the managers, who spread their enthusiasm for RtPortal!   
 
The more research performed in the portal planning stage, the fewer problems may occur 
in the RtPortal implementation. The following checklist will help you to determine how 
prepared your company is to embark on portal development: 
 
1. Establish your objectives.  

a. What will be the scope of the portal: internet, intranet, public, private, 
enterprise?  

b. What are your business goals?  
2. Build your business case.  

a. Plan costs: implementation staff, maintenance staff, systems, and networking  
b. Determine success criteria. Will this implementation make a bottom line 

impact in the business strategy?  
c. Figure potential ROI. 

3. Plan your approach.  
a. Start small  
b. Identify critical transactions and priority business scenarios 
c. Phase in features and scenarios over time 

4. Establish an ownership structure.  
a. In an enterprise, who owns the portal site?  
b. Who owns the content? 
c. If you are planning more than one portal site, how will owners work together?  

5. Research technical and end-user training and invest if necessary.  
a. Understand how to architect your solution  
b. Make sure stakeholders and technical experts are involved  
c. Set standards for the user experience 

6. Establish the infrastructure. 
a. Are your architecture, network, security, and applications standardized?  
b. Do you have IT reliability and performance concerns?  
c. Do you need new servers, networking, or applications to succeed?   

7. Identify use cases for specific portal-based experiences.  
a. What are the user business needs and requirements?   
b. Identify data and/or information visualization requirements: Role-based, site-

wide, or enterprise-wide based? 
c. Consider business processes and associated work flow  

8. Clarify content management integration.  
a. What types of data and documents does the site require?   
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b. Are your data models consistent? 
c. What types of calculations go into the information required?  

9. Identify security needs. 
a. Employ single-sign to ensure security and a successful user experience 
b. Determine if the portal must integrate with external applications 
c. Do you have an existing security framework in place? 
d. Will the portal be accessed from different locations with different security 

requirements  
10. Deploy RtPortal in small, carefully planned stages. 
 
As with any enterprise project, remember to test each stage of the RtPortal 
implementation. Test early and test often.  
 
For additional information on RtPortal implementation strategies consult the OSIsoft 
Partner Directory on the OSIsoft corporate Web site: http://www.osisoft.com/Partners.  
OSIsoft has a growing list of independent software developers who support RtPortal 
implementation including: 
 
• Omicron 
• RoviSys, Inc. 
• SoftPeople/Pimsoft 
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Appendix II: RtPortal Thin Client Parts 
The OSIsoft thin client parts included in RtWebParts and the RtPortal iViews include the 
ability to request and render data from RtBaseline Services (PI, OLEDB, web services), 
and  update and refresh automatically. The following table lists the available thin client 
parts: 
 

RtPortal Thin Client Parts Description 

RtActiveView Enables thin client parts to display complex real-time 
ProcessBook displays and to connect to the PI System. 

RtGauge Graphically depicts any data value that is available 
through RtBaseline Services. 

RtGraphic Displays an SVG view of live graphics from ProcessBook 
and opens SVG files in a separate window from 
RtGraphic. 

RtTable Displays both current and historical data in a flexible, 
rich, display of tabular data 

RtTimeRange Manipulates the time reference in thin client parts. 

RtTreeView Provides a hierarchical view of contextual data use to 
organize graphics, navigates to pages, and contextually 
drive thin client parts with attributes that reside in the PI 
Server Module Database. 

RtTrend Displays updating trend of data for any data available 
through RtBaseline Services. Allows zoom in and out, and 
the use of trend cursors to investigate data support, and 
display many types of trends, including vertical trends and 
logarithmic scales. Enables the export of data in the trend 
to Excel 

RtTimeSeries Displays columns and rows of time series data and 
presents recorded values from selected PI time-series 
events.  

RtXYPlot Provides the ability to display XY plot symbols in saved 
SVG files and creates new plot charts. Helps to determine 
a correlation between data and sources. 

RtWebParts Description 

RtMessenger Displays a list of contacts that can be filtered-based on 
contact and status. The list can change based on the 
contextual element of another Web part.  
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RtPortal iViews Description 

RtAnnotation Displays annotations made on process variables and the 
addition of new annotations 

RtKPI Associates visual states with PI System tag value ranges. 
For example, it is possible to monitor performance and 
remain aware of significant changes in status.  

RtTableTemplate Allows all settings configured in the iView to be saved to 
the PI Module Database.  

RtTagSearch Finds and selects PI System tags and adds them to other 
RtPortal iViews on the page. Useful for selecting one or 
more PI System tags from the list of known servers. 

RtTicker Displays process variables in a streaming ticker window. 

RtValues Displays single events, such as current value snapshots, 
from selected PI time-series events. It also displays 
present summary values for selected PI points. 

 


